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Prolog Programming at its best! Discover A Book That Tells You What You Should Do and How!

Instead of jumping right into the instructions, this book will provide you first with all the necessary

concepts that you need to learn in order to make the learning process a whole lot easier. This way,

you're sure not to get lost in confusion once you get to the more complex lessons provided in the

latter chapters. Graphs and flowcharts, as well as sample codes, are provided for a more visual

approach on your learning You will also learn the designs and forms of Parallel, and what's more

convenient than getting to know both sides! Want to know More? Buy Now!
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As a retired professional programmer, I cannot recommend this book to beginners, or to

programmers who want to learn Prolog. The casual style fails to cover the language, it's weak on

examples and weak conceptually.

Mainly it teaches you a simple but very clear way programming languages, explain everything about

Prolog programming with examples easy It is a very good book for those who want to learn about

programming and for students of in computer engineering, explains what is a programming

language and how they have improved and changed. I got this product in exchange for my honest

opinion

Love the ease and pace this book had set for learning. I was feeling pretty confident by the time I

was only half way through I'm now thinking of moving on to something of similar interest but this



book has definitely helped make the difference on whether I wanted to per say get my feet wet and

jump into the world of programming.

Prolog is a language not that many people know, leave alone what it does. Well, prolog is actually a

very important language in coding. You must have this eBook if you are looking to advance in

programming! I truly recommend this, since it's well-written and very easy to execute.

If you like programming books this is the right one for you. It's well explained with many examples

and in programming area examples are very important to understand the code. I must say that

writer has did this job really awesome and I am hoping to see more programming books in the future

on modern languages in computer field.

The book was AMAZING I cant explain the attention to detail.It teaches you EVERYTHING you

need to know! From a to z.Didn't think this book will be as good as it was and I'm immensely

surprized !!

Good book, overall. The real key to me is that this is a very small language. I kept looking for more

than there really was. This book is a good deal for the Kindle, but the paper copy is a lot more than I

think that the information is worth.

Well, as a CS student myself who needed a very fast understanding of prolog this tiny book is great

for anyone who needs to get ahold of the basics of the language really fast, great book! I couldn't

ask more from it, it's really cheap. Recommended to anyone who wants to learn prolog's basics.
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